FAQ
What makes That Art Studio different from other studios in the area?
Our studio is unique in that all of our lessons and classes are taught by state-certified art
educators that hold graduate degrees in art education. This studio is focused on the visual arts
and is best suited for students who plan to commit to a continuous schedule in efforts to foster
a solid base of technical skills and develop their personal artistic style.

Do we use a curriculum?
No. We do not use a prescribed one-size-fits-all curriculum. Instead, we meet students where
they are in their artistic journey; identify individual learning goals based on their current skill
level and interest; work to build and hone their technical skills in a variety of artistic media; and
encourage the development of student confidence in navigating the artistic-thinking process.

What is student-led learning?
Student-led learning refers to student agency in their learning process and outcomes.
Essentially, students will learn about and create projects based off of their personal interests.
Our teachers will guide them with the specific art techniques required to meet their individual
goals for that project.

Do students in your classes all do the same project?
No! We believe that it is important for students to pursue their own individual artistic goals.
Therefore, student projects are determined and completed by the student. Teachers will not
dictate the media or techniques taught, and the student will learn what they want at their own
pace. It's our teacher's job to act as a sounding board and a source of professional knowledge
in all areas of the visual arts.

Does my student have to commit to a specific length of time?
Tuition is due monthly, with either a weekly or bi-weekly commitment. Classes run continuously
on the yearly calendar. Clients can start or at any time. Please see our studio policies for more
details.

FAQ
How many students are typically in group classes?
Group classes have an enrollment cap of 7 students.

How do payments work? Can I pay as I go?
We ask that parents be prepared to pay their student’s monthly tuition in full at the start of the
month. This reserves your student’s spot in their respective class. Payments can be made
through cash, check, or Paypal.

Do I have to knock when I arrive at the studio?
The entrance to our studio is located on the north side of our house between the house and
garage. No need to knock. Come right in and make yourself at home!

What art supplies do I need to purchase for my student to use in your
classes?
No need to purchase materials! We offer a wide variety of art materials for our students that are
all included with their monthly tuition fee. We teach students in the disciplines of drawing,
painting, sculpture, ceramics, jewelry, and fibers.

I have more than one child that wants to take art classes. Is there a
discount for siblings?
Absolutely! We offer a 15% siblings discount.

